A topological space is given in this paper. Just like plane, it's continuous, but only its n regions could be adjacent each other. If there have n + 1 regions, two of them couldn't be adjacent. It contains both continuous and discrete property. The four color theorem and Hadwiger conjecture could be proved easily by the relationship of this space and its section. The proof is very intuitionistic. The property contained in those theorem is not of graph theory, but of topological space.
Regions and Fragmental Topological Space
Firstly, some new concept are defined here.
Definition. Given a connected subgraph Y ⊂ G, a, b ∈ V (Y ), if ab ∈ E(G), there should have ab ∈ E(Y ). Then, we call Y is a region of G.
In planar map, region is made up of adjacent countries. Definition. Given two regions Y 1 ,
, if there exists ab ∈ E(G), we say that the two regions Y 1 , Y 2 are adjacent, denoted as Y 1 |Y 2 .
Definition. If there exists regions Y 1 , Y 2 , · · · , Y n ⊂ G, Y i ∩ Y j = ∅, and Y i |Y j ,i = j, (i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n), we say the regions Y i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) make up a complete n-region subgraph, denoted as C n . Obviously, C n can be contracted to complete n-graph K n . Now, neglected the bipartite graph K 3,3 condition[3], the four-colour theorem and Hadwiger conjecture [3, 4] could be represented in the following form by using the regions.
Theorem 1
The four color Theorem: Every graph G without complete 5-region subgraph C 5 is 4−colorable. * Theorem 2 Hadwiger conjecture: Every graph G without C n+1 is n−colorable.
Represented in graph theory, 4CT is regarded as discrete problem. However the original 4CT is the property of plane, not of planar graph. Plane is a continuous space, and there's no five regions adjacent each other. That means, plane may be a new kind of topological space that we had never find before. This topological space is continuous, however, it also have discrete property that no (n + 1) regions are adjacent each other.
Before defining this topological space, we need redefine the region concept in R m . Just like countries in planar map, we take a m dimensional connected set as a region in R m , which has arbitrary form and is corresponding to the region in graph theory. For instance, a region in R 3 just like plasticine block, which could be changed into any homeomorphous form by topological transformation. Using regions to realize a graph G, we called it a fragmental regions graph.
Definition
For instance, if two solid regions are coplanar in R 3 , we call them are adjacent. Definition. n regions Y i (i = 1, 2, ..., m) is adjacent each other in R m , we call the n regions make up a n color homeonmorphismor. Each region colored in different colours, the n color homeonmorphismor could be said to be a realization of complete graph K n , denoted as C n .
We make n pieces of plasticine blocks adjacent each other, then the n pieces of plasticine block is a n color homeonmorphismor C n in R 3 .
Theorem 3 Every 4-colorable planar map is in the section set of 4 color homeonmorphismor
Taking a planar map which has the discrete structure of 4 colorable graph, We extend the country boundary δ length along Z axis in solid. The adjacency of countries in planar map is kept in R 3 . Using thin plasticene stick to joint the same color countries, we get a C 4 in R 3 . If a planar graph is 5-colorable, obviously it must be the section of solid C 5 . Solid C 4 couldn't cut out a 5-colorable planar graph. Using this method, we could obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4 every n-colorable regions graph in R m is in the section set of n color homeonmorphismor C n in R m+1 . Now using the region concept, we define a new topological space. Definition. Dividing m dimensional Euclidean space R m into any amount of regions(any adjacent regions can be taken as one region), the set in which there doesn't exist m dimensional C n+1 color homeonmorphismor is called as n order m dimensional fragmental topological space, denoted as C n R m .
Plane is naturally 4 order 2 dimensional fragmental topological space C 4 R 2 , because there couldn't embed complete graph K 5 into it. Therefore, to m = 2, there must have n ≤ 4. Obviously, line's order is 2 and cycle's order is 3.
For any n, complete graph K n could be embed in R 3 , we could construct any n order 3 dimensional fragmental topological space C n R 3 .
Theorem 5 Plane is the section subset of C 4 R 3 .
Any planar map is in C 4 R 2 , we just take all the boundary of countries along Z axis extending to (−∞, ∞). Then, we get a fragment regions graph in solid space. Because the adjacency of solid regions graph is as same as planar map's, there does not exist solid Y 5 . The regions graph is in C 4 R 3 , so any planar map is in the section set of C 4 R 3 .
Here we could find that the smallest generating space of plane is not C 4 R 3 , but R 3 . As a generalization of Theorem 5, we have the following theorem.
The Proof of 4CT and Hadwiger Conjecture
According to Theorem 3, all the 4-colorable planar map could be taken as the sections of solid C 4 . If a map is 5-colorable, according to theorem 5, it must be cut out from a solid C 5 . But every planar map is in the section of C 4 R 3 , and solid C 5 couldn't be embed in C 4 R 3 . When a solid C 5 is forced to be embed in C 4 R 3 , one adjacency among those regions must break. That means, any 5-colorable planar map which needs solid C 5 could not exist in plane. So planar map is 4-colorable. Because K 5 couldn't be embed in plane, fragmental topological space whose order is more than 4 could be realized in Euclidean space R m (m ≥ 3). To prove Hadwiger Conjecture, the relationship of plane and C 4 R 3 is disable here. It need C n R 3 and C n R 4 .
The proof of Hadwiger Conjecture is similar to the proof of 4CT. C n+1 couldn't exist in C n R 4 , so any graph n 3
